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Characterization of far-field jet noise spectral evolution can be performed locally with a single 
microphone measurement using a gain factor that stems from the ensemble-averaged, frequency-
domain version of the generalized Burgers equation. The factor quantifies the nonlinear change in 
the sound pressure level spectrum over distance [B. O. Reichman et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 139, 
2505-2513 (2016)]. Here, noise waveforms from a high-performance military jet aircraft are 
characterized with this gain factor and compared to propagation losses from geometric spreading 
and atmospheric absorption. Far-field results show that the high-frequency nonlinear gains at 
high frequencies tend to balance the absorption losses, thus establishing the characteristic spectral 
slope present in shock-containing noise. Differences as a function of angle, distance, and engine 
condition are explored.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Noise propagation from high-performance tactical jet aircraft has been previously shown to be

nonlinear.1,2 Waveform steepening and shock formation result in greater high-frequency sound levels in the 

far field, causing an apparent reduction in atmospheric absorption. The importance of nonlinearity relative 

to absorption can be quantified via a nonlinearity analysis3 based on the ensemble-averaged, frequency-

domain generalized Burgers equation (GBE). It has been performed recently for laboratory-scale jet noise,4 

but here is applied to the relative roles of nonlinearity and atmospheric absorption for measurements of an 

F-35A aircraft.

Morfey and Howell5 found that an ensemble-averaged form of the GBE included a spectral quantity

that could be used as a nonlinearity indicator. The Morfey and Howell-derived Q/S spectrum is defined for 

a pressure waveform, 𝑝(𝑡), as 

𝑄

𝑆
=

𝑄𝑝𝑝2

𝑝rms𝑆𝑝𝑝
=

Im{𝐸[ℱ∗{𝑝(𝑡)}ℱ{𝑝2(𝑡)}]}

𝑝rms𝑆𝑝𝑝
 , (1) 

where Q
pp2 is the imaginary part of the cross-spectral density (or quadspectral density) between the pressure

and pressure-squared waveforms, prms is the root-mean-square pressure, and Spp is the autospectral density. 

Also, E denotes expectation value and ℱ denotes a Fourier transform. Because Q/S involves the 

quadspectral density between pressure and squared pressure, it reveals quadratic phase coupling across 

frequencies.9 The Q/S indicator has been variously applied to military aircraft noise,6,7 laboratory jet 

noise,8,9 rocket noise,10 and plane-wave tube data.9 

While the Q/S indicator has been useful for qualitative nonlinearity analyses, a quantitative 

interpretation requires an understanding of its magnitude relative to other propagation mechanisms. To this 

end, the Q/S metric is used here in conjunction with GBE terms that account for spherical spreading and 

atmospheric absorption. An ensemble-averaged version of the frequency-domain GBE yields an 

expression3 for the change in sound pressure level (SPL) over distance, 𝑟:  

𝜕𝐿𝑝

𝜕𝑟
= −𝜂 × (

2

𝑟
+ 2𝛼 +

𝜔𝛽𝑝rms

𝜌0𝑐0
3

𝑄

𝑆
) ≡ 𝜈𝑆 + 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 ≡ 𝜈 , (2) 

where Lp is the sound pressure level spectrum (in decibels), 𝜂 ≡ 10 log
10

(e) ≈ 4.34, 𝛼 is the frequency-

dependent linear absorption coefficient, 𝜔 is radian frequency, 𝛽 is the coefficient of nonlinearity, and 𝜌0

and 𝑐0 are the ambient density and sound speed, respectively. In addition, the indicators listed on the right-

hand side of Eq. (2), by observation, are defined as 

𝜈𝑆 ≡ −𝜂 ×
2

𝑟
,   𝜈𝛼 ≡ −𝜂 × 2𝛼 ,   𝜈𝑁 ≡ −𝜂 ×

𝜔𝛽𝑝rms

𝜌0𝑐0
3

𝑄

𝑆
 . (3) 

Equation (3) gives expressions for the rate of change in level spectrum over distance due to spherical 

spreading, absorption, and nonlinearity, respectively. When calculated and compared in conjunction, the 

three indicators quantitatively relate three separate effects, with each indicator carrying explicit physical 

meaning. Positive values of the quantities in Eq. (3) indicate growth and negative values indicate decay. 

Analytical studies3,11 of these indicators for initially sinusoidal waves in thermoviscous media show that 

prior to shock formation,  𝜈𝑁 and 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 are both positive for high frequencies, whereas after shock

formation and into the old-age region, 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 is negative while 𝜈𝑁 remains positive. Thus, when combined

they result in a reduced apparent atmospheric absorption rate.  

2. MEASUREMENT
The F-35A run-up measurements analyzed here comprised 90 locations along arcs with radii of 19.1,

28.6, 38.1, 76.2, 152, and 305 m (63, 94, 125, 250, 500, and 1000 ft), relative to an origin located 6.6 m 

behind the engine nozzle exit.  Microphones at each radius ranged from 0° to 160° relative to the engine 
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inlet, with heights ranging from 1.5 to 9.1 m. Waveform data were sampled at 204.8 kHz at all microphones 

except at 305 m, where data were sampled at 96 kHz from 0° to 80° and at 51.2 kHz from 90° to 160°. 

Temperature during the early-morning measurements varied between 19.4°C and 23.1°C, and the relative 

humidity varied between 37.6% and 45.7%. The average wind speed was 1.7 m/s. This paper focuses on 

engine conditions of 50%, 75% and 130% (minimum afterburner) engine thrust request. See Ref. 12 for 

more information on the experimental setup, conditions, and analyses. 

3. NONLINEARITY ANALYSIS
Shown in Fig. 1 is a map of the overall sound pressure level (OASPL) for 130% ETR, with a regularized

cubic spline interpolation between the marked measurement positions and with the aircraft drawn to scale. 

The peak radiation angular range spans approximately 120 – 135°, with levels at 19 m exceeding 143 dB.  

At 305 m, levels at these angles are greater than 120 dB.  In the forward direction, the OASPL is 

approximately 10 dB lower, but the tendency toward linearity in the forward direction is partially offset by 

a peak frequency that is 3-5 times greater than in the aft direction. Figure 1 also shows the one-third-octave 

(OTO) spectra along the 135° radial.  These spectra reveal expected geometric (near-spherical) spreading, 

a near complete lack of high-frequency absorption effect, given the ~𝑓−2 power-law slope only begins to

roll off slightly by 305 m, and some irregularities due to both ground reflections (400 Hz – 1000 Hz) and 

microphone mounting (>2000 Hz). These irregularities, which represent amplitude and phase changes due 

to multipath interference, can cause oscillations in the calculated 𝜈𝑁, which is shown for 135° and 130%

ETR in the right panel of Fig. 1. However, despite the resultant noisiness (that unfortunately extends to 20 

kHz for the 38 m (125 ft) case), the clear trend in the OTO 𝜈𝑁 is a tendency to increasingly greater values

at high frequencies. The 𝜈𝑁 analysis shows that, at 20 kHz, the levels at 76 m and beyond are increasing by

~0.6 dB/m due to nonlinearity.  The nearly constant roll-off in the OTO spectrum with distance further 

suggests that the nonlinearity and the absorption are approximately balanced.  

Figure 1.  Left: F-35A OASPL for 130% ETR.  Middle: One-third octave spectra along the 135° radial for a 

130% ETR run-up, near the maximum radiation direction. Right: OTO 𝝂𝑵 calculation for the same run-up.

Figure 2 displays spatial maps of the OTO 𝜈𝑁 at 100 Hz and 10 kHz, for three different engine

conditions: low power (50% ETR), intermediate power (75% ETR), and minimum afterburner (130% 

ETR). The lower frequency was selected because it is near the peak-frequency region of the spectrum in 

the maximum radiation direction.  The higher frequency, on the other hand, shows characteristic behavior 

at frequencies important to shock formation and nonlinear spectral gains. At 100 Hz, in the aft direction 

near the maximum radiation angle range, there is a nonlinear loss of level for all three engine conditions. 

In the forward direction, however, note that there is an increase in 𝜈𝑁; this appears to be caused by nonlinear

difference-frequency generation in a spatial region where the peak frequency is 400-600 Hz. In considering 

the three maps, note that the magnitudes of the nonlinear changes increase with engine condition. 

At 10 kHz in Fig. 2, 𝜈𝑁 is generally greatest along the angles of maximum radiation for each engine

condition, but is slightly skewed toward the forward direction, likely because of increasing peak frequency 

for similar sound levels. At 50% ETR, nonlinearity is confined to a relatively narrow angular range, but 

even this is small, ≤0.06 dB/m.  At 75% and 130% ETR, the nonlinearity is significantly greater, and, as 

expected, grows with engine power. At afterburner, the range over which nonlinearity is present grows in 

that 𝜈𝑁 ≥ 0.1 dB/m for all angles and nearly all distances.
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Figure 2. 𝝂𝑵 at the 100 Hz and 10 kHz OTO bands, averaged across four run-ups at 130% ETR.

Although nonlinearity at 10 kHz increases both in magnitude and angular aperture, the question of 

nonlinear significance needs to be jointly considered with 𝜈𝑆 and 𝜈𝛼 . First, 𝜈𝑆 varies from -0.9 to -0.06

dB/m over the propagation range. Thus, geometric spreading is the dominant effect close to the source, but 

at 305 m, spreading’s local rate of change can be smaller than that of nonlinearity. At 100 Hz, 𝜈𝛼 ≈ -3e-4

dB/m, and at 10 kHz, 𝜈𝛼 ≈ -0.18 dB/m, with these values varying slightly with changes in atmospheric

conditions. Figure 3 shows 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 at 10 kHz for 50%, 75%, and 150% ETR, with all three maps on a

common color scale. At 50% ETR, 𝜈𝛼 ≫ 𝜈𝑁 over much of the angular range, but the net attenuation rate is

less than linear absorption, only about -0.1 dB/m, at far aft angles. Propagation modeling by Reichman et 

al.13 shows, in fact, a slower measured decay of high frequencies at 150°.  At 75% ETR, linear absorption 

accounts for the losses directly in front of the aircraft, but nonlinearity reduces the apparent atmospheric 

absorption rate at most angles by at least half. Finally, the combined effect of nonlinearity and linear 

absorption at 130% ETR is similar at most angles is only slightly less than the maximum at 75% ETR. It is 

curious that at 152 m (500 ft), the microphones between 110° and 135° show 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 > 0.  Although

theory3,11 indicates 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 should be negative after shocks form and in the old-age region, the positive

sum at six adjacent microphones suggests a physical propagation effect and not anomalous scattering or 

reflections. This hypothesis is strengthened by examination of the time-domain average steepening factor 

for 130% ETR. The average steepening factor,14 as its name connotes, characterizes the average slopes 

within the waveform. Along the angles containing these six microphones, the average steepening increases 

from 19 to 76 m, lessens between 76 and 152 m, and then increases again between 152 and 305 m.  This 

suggests that the positive 𝜈𝛼 + 𝜈𝑁 is the result of some propagation phenomenon.  One likely cause is local

meteorology, but another possible contributing factor is the <1 m tall sagebrush that is scattered between 

76 and 152 m, but that is more dense12 between 80 and 120 m and 105° and 125°. While the shrubs are far 

too short to impede line-of-sight propagation between aircraft and microphone, they may have altered 

ground reflections and the slightly noncollinear nonlinear propagation and/or contributed to temperature 

and wind variations in the vicinity.  
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Figure 3. 𝝂𝜶 + 𝝂𝑵 at 10 kHz for 50%, 75% and 150% ETR.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper has described a quantitative analysis of the relative importance of frequency-dependent

nonlinearity and absorption in noise radiation from the F-35A. Near the peak-frequency region of the 

spectrum, the spatial rate of change due to nonlinearity is slightly negative, whereas at high frequencies, it 

is of greater magnitude and positive. At high engine powers, the combined effect of absorption and 

nonlinearity results in a slight net loss of high-frequency spectral levels beyond geometric spreading.  
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